EUROPEAN FEDERATION OF PUBLIC SERVICE UNIONS
in cooperation with
FRIEDRICH EBERT STIFTUNG

PARTICIPATION FORM

13th EPSU/FES South East European Energy Round Table
(Macedonia, Hotel Sileks, Tourist Complex Sv. Stefan, 6000 Ohrid, 10-12 September 2013)

FAMILY NAME:
FIRST (GIVEN) NAME:
UNION:
cOUNTRY:
TEL., FAX, E-MAIL:

Travel:
I will arrive on (date) at (hour) by (car or otherwise):
I will depart on (date) at (hour) by (car or otherwise):

Travel costs (in EUR):

Accommodation:
I will require accommodation to be booked by organisers: YES ( ) NO ( )

Insurance:
We would advise appropriate personal arrangements for your insurance against possible risks (e.g. loss of luggage, medical care, etc.).

This participation form should be returned by e-mail as soon as possible (by 31 July 2013 at the latest) to:

JOSEF KREJBYCH
PSI/EPSU SUB-REGIONAL OFFICE
W. CHURCHILL SQ. 2
131 59 Praha 3, Czech Republic

E-mail: krejbych.josef@cmkos.cz